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CenterNet: Point-based 
object detection

CenterTrack: Point-based 
joint detection and tracking



What is Tracking?

Tracking is the art of following interest points through space and time. 

Two main challenges: 
● Detecting all objects in every frame, including occluded ones
● Associating (or identifying) these detected objects through time



Tracking by Detection (Tracking after Detection)

CNN

Major limitation: Rely on slow and 
complex association strategies to link 
detected boxes through time.



CenterTrack: Joint Detection and Tracking

CNN



CenterTrack: Joint Detection and Tracking

CNN



Datasets

Data Annotation

MOT17 7 training sequences,
7 test sequences

2D bounding boxes for 
pedestrians only

KITTI 
Tracking

21 training sequences,
29 test sequences

2D bounding boxes for cars, 
pedestrians, and cyclists

nuScenes 1.4M camera images,
390K LIDAR sweeps 

1.4M 3D object bounding 
boxes in 10k keyframes



Datasets

MOT 17 KITTI Tracking nuScenes

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1FQ0iKV9BXi4aZFZN20mbHclQMgtdkTEJ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WVUzb3aOXe9sSPsE75QiKVBmvMEt93OU/preview
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKB_mNFx8z0


Evaluation Metrics

MOTA: Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy

MOTP: Multi-Object Tracking Precision

MOTR: Multi-Object Tracking Recall

AMOTA: Average MOTA

IDSW: Identity Switch

IDF1: Identification F1 score



Results on MOT

Evaluation on the MOT17 test sets

 

CenterTrack significantly outperforms the prior state of the art 
even when restricted to the public-detection configuration.



Results on MOT

Evaluation on the MOT17 test sets

 

CenterTrack has the lowest FN because of the input of detections from previous frame. 



Results on KITTI

Evaluation on the KITTI test sets



Results on nuScenes

Evaluation on the nuScenes test sets



Ablation Studies



Qualitative Results

MOT

KITTI

nnScenes

nnScenes



Contributions

● Proposes novel tracking-conditioned detection and offset prediction modules.
● Learns object motion from data and is much more stable at low framerates.
● Applies a simple greedy matching algorithm for associating objects across 

time given a sufficiently good offset prediction.



Critiques

● Purely local, unable to reinitializing lost long-range tracks.
● Assigns a new identity for an object if it leaves the frame or is occluded and 

reappears.
● Requires aggress data augmentation.



Discussion Questions

How to reinitialize lost long-range tracks in current CenterTrack?

Why point-based tracking is more efficient than bounding-box-based tracking? 


